1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

The unique properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and the possibility to implement them in various applications have made them attractive for researchers in the last two decades. Despite the huge number of studies on CNTs, there are still unsolved issues regarding their exact growth mechanism.^[@ref1]^ In recent years, some progress has been made to selectively postpurify single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) in order to select for tubes with certain chirality, diameter, or semiconducting or metallic properties.^[@ref2]−[@ref8]^ However, when it comes to procedures on how to selectively grow SWNTs with predefined structures or properties, the number of successful reports is lower.^[@ref9]−[@ref13]^ The variations in structure and properties impose problems when SWNTs are implemented into applications, especially in photovoltaic or electronic devices.

The first reported synthesis methods for SWNTs were based on either arc discharge^[@ref14]−[@ref16]^ or laser ablation^[@ref17]^ of catalyst-containing graphite. With time, however, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has attracted more and more attention. The main reason is the capability of the method to both produce a relatively large amount of high-purity CNTs and also to gain better control of synthesis parameters.^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ In addition, CVD is the only method that allows self-assembly processes and the synthesis of patterned arrays or electrodes.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ The catalytic CVD process involves the use of catalyst particles, usually as either a powder or a thin film on appropriate substrates. Several studies have already shown a relationship between the catalyst particles size and the diameter of grown CNTs.^[@ref22]−[@ref25]^

Dip-coating is a simple and well-known technique that has been used for several decades in industry and laboratories. This method can be used to coat different substrates with a smooth layer of a wide variety of materials.^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ A liquid film will be coated on a substrate when it is vertically withdrawn from an appropriate solution. After the solvent is evaporated, depending on the experimental conditions, the substrate will be coated with a number of uniform particles or a smooth solute layer. In the past decade, this method has been applied to prepare catalyst particles for CVD growth of CNTs.^[@ref28]−[@ref30]^

In this work, we present two different techniques to efficiently control the size of the catalyst nanoparticles that are deposited on a substrate. In the first method, we show that by adjusting the experimental parameters adequately in a dip-coating process, we can prepare a homogeneous distribution of nanosized catalyst particles on silicon wafers, while in the other method, we can control the size of the catalyst nanoparticles already in the solution and then transfer these to the substrate. Since the diameter of the CNTs is mainly determined by the size of the catalyst particles,^[@ref31]^ the implementation of our coated substrates can be used to grow CNTs, and the diameter of the CNTs can be tailored from a narrow diameter distribution of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) to highly pure SWNTs. By further manipulating the catalyst particles with respect to the Co/Fe alloy, the growth can be controlled so that samples are synthesized that have a composition predominantly composed of highly pure SWNTs with subnanometer diameters and few chiralities, as verified by a Raman analysis based on several different excitation wavelengths. Our results give insight into the mechanisms of selective growth of SWNTs and will help to implement SWNTs in applications, especially when a high selectivity of SWNT types is important such as heterojunction photovoltaic and photodetector devices.^[@ref32]^ In another perspective, our method provides appropriate starting samples for postsynthesis separation processes where a narrow chirality distribution is desired.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Catalyst Precursor Preparation {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------

In a typical experiment, iron(III) nitrate, Fe(NO~3~)~3~·9H~2~O, and cobalt(II) nitrate, Co(NO~3~)~2~·6H~2~O, both with a purity of 99.999% from Alfa Aesar, were used as catalyst precursors, and depending on the experimental condition, acetone (HPLC grade) or ethanol (99.5% purity) was used as the solvent. In each experiment, first, two separate solutions of iron nitrate and cobalt nitrate (with the same concentration) were prepared in the desired solvent. Then, both solutions were mixed and sonicated for 45 min. In our work, we have used two different methods to prepare the catalyst precursors on the substrates, which then were used for CNTs growth.

### 2.1.1. Ethanol Method {#sec2.1.1}

In this method, ethanol (EtOH) was used as a solvent to prepare catalyst precursors with a concentration of iron and cobalt in the prepared mixtures of 12.5 mM.

### 2.1.2. Acetone Method {#sec2.1.2}

Acetone was used as solvent to dissolve catalyst precursors. As in the case of the EtOH method, the concentration of iron and cobalt in the prepared mixtures was 12.5 mM. By this method, the iron nitrate did not dissolve completely in acetone but forms fluffy iron hydroxide aggregates, while cobalt nitrate dissolved completely. After preparation, the iron nitrate suspension was mixed and sonicated together with the cobalt nitrate acetone solution, resulting in a suspension with an average particle size of several micrometers. By adding hydrochloric acid HCl(aq) (37%) to the suspension, the iron hydroxide aggregates partly dissolve, and thereby, the size of the iron hydroxide particles could be controlled by the HCl concentration. To facilitate this discussion, we define *R*~HCl/SP~ as the volume ratio of HCl to suspension. In section 3, we discuss this further and introduce three different concentrations for *R*~HCl/SP~: low, medium, and high, which all give different growth products when applied for the catalyst preparation for the CVD process. The different concentrations, with respect to the used mixture, are defined as low, *R*~HCl/SP~ \< 1.5 × 10^--3^; medium, *R*~HCl/SP~ = 1.5 × 10^--3^; and high, *R*~HCl/SP~ ≥ 2 × 10^--3^. In the final analysis, these different conditions for the acetone method are referred to as AC(l), AC(m), and AC(h).

2.2. Dip-Coating {#sec2.2}
----------------

Dip-coating was performed as follows: a piece of silicon wafer of 8 mm × 35 mm × 0.5 mm dimensions was first ultrasonically cleaned in acetone and subsequently treated by an ultraviolet ozone cleaner. The cleaned substrate was submerged into the bath containing the prepared solution, and after 5 min, it was withdrawn from the bath with the desired velocity. Several different solution concentrations were tested and evaluated in the dip-coating process, and thereafter, proper parameters were chosen with respect to the desired experiment.

After coating, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to study the topography of the samples. The analysis of the gained images was made by a software tool \[Scanning Probe Image Processor (SPIP)\] to measure number, diameter, and height of particles in the image.

2.3. CNTs Growth {#sec2.3}
----------------

Before CVD, the coated substrate was annealed in air at 400 °C for 15 min to form metal oxides. In a typical CVD process, the substrate was heated in Ar to 800 °C, and thereafter, an Ar/H~2~ mixture (5% H~2~; Varigon) was introduced to the reaction chamber for 10 min to reduce the catalyst oxide particles (pretreatment).^[@ref30],[@ref33]^ The growth of CNTs was carried out by adding acetylene gas to the gas flow for an experiment specific duration. Before the sample was removed, the system was cooled in Ar to below 170 °C. Experimental parameters for the growth of MWNTs and SWNTs are described in Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}.

###### Growth Parameters for MWNTs

                                     mL/min        
  -------------- ---------- -------- -------- ---- -----
  heating        RT--800    ap. 30   180      0    0
  pretreatment   800        10       125      50   0
  growth         800        25       125      50   3.8
  cooling        800--170            180      0    0

###### Growth Parameters for SWNTs

                                     mL/min        
  -------------- ---------- -------- -------- ---- -----
  heating        RT--800    ap. 30   200      0    0
  pretreatment   800        10       140      60   0
  growth         800        15       140      60   3.8
  cooling        800--170            200      0    0

2.4. Sample Characterization {#sec2.4}
----------------------------

A multimode AFM model MMAFMLN (with Nanoscope IV controller; Veeco Metrology) and a X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS, Kratos Axis Ultra DLD electron spectrometer, monochromated Al Kα source operated at 150 W) were used to analyze the coated substrates. The CNTs were characterized by Raman spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). TEM measurements were performed using a JEOL 2100F (200 keV) and a JEOL 1230 (80 keV) on thin and holey/thin carbon film grids. SEM measurements were conducted directly on the produced sample using a Hitachi S-5500 In-lens high-resolution FE-SEM. To get information on the particle size in the acetone suspension, dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Malven Zetasizer nano series-ZS was employed. Commercial SWNTs (Sigma-Aldrich, Lot \#MKBD4116 V Southwestern nanotechnology, diameters 0.7--0.9 nm) were used as reference sample.

### 2.4.1. Raman Analysis {#sec2.4.1}

Raman spectra were recorded using an inVia Raman Microscope (Renishaw). High wavenumber region spectra were recorded using 633 nm excitation wavelength, and in case of comparison, all spectra were normalized with respect to the G band intensity. Radial breathing modes (RBM), using three different excitation wavelengths (488, 633, and 785 nm), were recorded on 50 different spots per sample, and the average over the spectra was used for analysis. The integrated areas under the RBM peaks, used for quantitative analysis of different chiralities, were derived by employing PeakFit (v4.12) software.

3. Result and Discussion {#sec3}
========================

In our study, we have implemented two different methods to control the size and the composition of the catalyst nanoparticles that are deposited on the CVD substrates. (i) In the first, the EtOH method (using ethanol as solvent for the metal nitrate salts), a perfect solution is obtained due to the high solubility of both iron nitrate and cobalt nitrate in ethanol. This solution is ideal for dip-coating experiments, and we show below that by varying the dip-coating parameters, such as withdrawal speed and concentrations, we can efficiently control the size of the catalyst particles that are deposited on the substrate. (ii) In the second, the acetone method (AC), the solubility of cobalt nitrate is also very high. However, the iron nitrate has lower solubility and instead forms fluffy aggregates at the bottom of the container. Investigations of these precipitates by infrared spectroscopy reveal that they consist of iron hydroxide. By adding HCl, the solubility of iron hydroxide in acetone increases (at large amounts of HCl, it again forms a perfect solution). Thus, by sonicating this suspension together with the perfect solution of cobalt nitrate, both the size and the composition of the deposited catalyst particles can be controlled. Also, with this method, dip-coating was used to deposit the catalyst nanoparticles on the substrate, but it is clear that in this case the size of the particles is less affected by the dip-coating parameters and more influenced by the predefined size of the iron hydroxide particles in the suspension (which is determined from the amount of added HCl).

We present our study by first discussing the EtOH method since this clearly shows how to tune the CNT structures from MWNTs to small diameter SWNTs, and then, we proceed by showing how the catalyst composition can be controlled in the acetone method and thereby offer the possibility to further tune the SWNTs to a narrow diameter distribution of SWNTs with few chiralities.

Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a is a typical AFM image of a substrate dip-coated by an ethanol solution containing iron and cobalt. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis (see Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) and AFM images indicated that an alloy of cobalt and iron was deposited on the substrate in the form of nanoparticles after dip-coating.

![(a) Typical AFM image of a substrate (zone 2) dip-coated by a mixture of iron and cobalt and an illustration of the coated substrate. The dimension of the coated region (shaded region) is 8 mm × 30 mm, which is divided into three equal zones. (b) Average particle diameter vs withdrawal velocity. (c) Average particle height vs withdrawal velocity. (d) Standard deviation of average particle diameter in zone 2 vs withdrawal velocity.](jp-2011-11064c_0002){#fig1}

For further analysis, the coated substrate was divided into three equal zones, as schematically shown in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. The size of the catalyst particles (diameter and height), as well as the overall nanoparticle density, in different parts of the substrate were measured by AFM, and the average for all measurements was used for analysis. It should be noted that the dip-coating method suffers from edge effects; hence, the size distribution of the particles is less homogeneous on the sides of the substrate. The area of the inhomogeneous regions depends on the withdrawal velocity and is enlarged as the withdrawal velocity is increased in accordance with earlier reports.^[@ref34]^ For example, when a sample is dip-coated by 4 cm/min withdrawal, the inhomogeneous area is about 1 mm wide along the edges of the substrate. We did not consider these regions in our analysis, and no measurements were done at the edges of the samples.

Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b,c shows that as the withdrawal velocity or the solutions concentration increases, the size of the catalyst particles (height and diameter) increases. To show this behavior, we have selected two specific concentrations (2.5 and 5 mM), but the same trend can be seen also for other concentrations. It can be seen that the size of the catalyst particles initially increases strongly with withdrawal velocity but then becomes less dependent, and the curve flattens out for higher velocities. Also, we observe that the size distribution of the particles in zone 2 is always more homogeneous as compared to other zones. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d shows the relative spread of the standard deviation σ~*d̅*~/*d̅*, where *d̅* is the average particle diameter at a specific withdrawal velocity measured in zone 2 for five different withdrawal velocities. For withdrawal velocities lower than 7 cm/min, the diameter distribution is rather homogeneous, but at higher velocities, there is a significant increase in the spread of the diameters. In line with the observations, above we note that the nanoparticle density on the substrate is affected by the withdrawal velocity. This is manifested by the fact that the coverage area increases from 6.57 to 10.83% as the withdrawal velocity increased from 2 to 10 cm/min.

For each specific solution there exists a maximum withdrawal velocity over which the dimension of the catalyst particles does not increase any more (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b,c), which is in agreement with previous studies.^[@ref35]−[@ref37]^ Therefore, to increase the particle size, it is necessary to increase the concentration of the solution instead of increasing the withdrawal velocity. The dip-coating process can easily be affected by the surrounding environment like temperature, air flow around the substrate, and impurity variations on the substrates. Nevertheless, tests of the reproducibility of our method show that the variation in the average particle size is only 10--20% when comparing two different samples produced with identical conditions.

3.1. CNT Growth {#sec3.1}
---------------

### 3.1.1. MWCNT Growth {#sec3.1.1}

Substrates with catalyst nanoparticles deposited by the EtOH method (from zone 2) were then applied in several CVD experiments to investigate the effect of catalyst particles size on the growth of CNTs. In the large catalyst particle region where the average size of the particles is 10 nm or larger, the growth always leads to MWNTs with a narrow diameter distribution. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a is a TEM image of CNTs grown on a dip-coated substrate with catalyst particles having an average diameter of 40 ± 5 nm. This results in a growth of MWNTs with a narrow diameter distribution around 21 ± 7 nm. By decreasing the size of the catalyst particles, the growth of few-walled CNTs with small diameter was observed (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). In all experiments resulting in growth of MWNTs, we observe a consistent correlation between the size of the catalyst particles and the diameter of the MWNTs so that the diameter of the MWNTs is approximately 45--50% smaller than the average diameter of the catalyst particles. This agrees well with the in situ study by Lin et al.^[@ref31]^ and is rationalized by a growth model where the catalyst particles are stretched by diffusing carbon atoms during the growth process. Insets in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a show the stretched catalyst particles that are encapsulated inside and at the tips of the tubes. A further explanation for the difference between the diameter of the MWNTs and the catalyst particles can be that the catalyst particles still contain small amounts of solvents when characterized by the AFM. The remaining solvent is then evaporated during the calcination of the substrate.

![(a) TEM image of grown MWNTs. Insets show stretched catalyst particles at the ends of grown MWNTs. (b) Shows MWNTs with few walls.](jp-2011-11064c_0003){#fig2}

### 3.1.2. SWCNT Growth {#sec3.1.2}

A further decrease in catalyst particle size below 10 nm led to the growth of SWNTs, also in good agreement with previous studies.^[@ref31]^ It should be noted that it is important to vary the amount of carbon precursor introduced into the reaction chamber according to the size of the catalyst particle used; the smaller the catalyst particles, the lower the amount of carbon precursor. This is manifested by the fact that the synthesis on catalyst particles smaller than 50 nm in combination with a high amount of acetylene yielded no CNT growth. This observation is in agreement with Yoon et al.^[@ref38]^ who explained that the deactivation by an excess carbon concentration in small catalyst particles was created by a too high amount of acetylene. To avoid this effect, the acetylene gas was diluted by an increasing flow of the carrier gases with decreasing catalyst particle size (please see Tables [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} and [2](#tbl2){ref-type="other"}). Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a displays a Raman spectrum obtained by a He--Ne laser (633 nm) of as-grown SWNTs in the small catalyst particle regime (\<10 nm), using the EtOH method to prepare catalyst-decorated substrate.

![(a) Typical Raman spectra, (b) SEM, and (c) TEM images of as-grown SWNTs on a substrate that was dip-coated by a mixture of iron and cobalt using ethanol as a solvent.](jp-2011-11064c_0004){#fig3}

The growth of SWNTs was confirmed by the presence of a sharp and strong G band and distinct RBMs in the Raman spectra.^[@ref39]^ The D band, centered at 1310 cm^--1^, is related to the presence of impurities, amorphous carbon, and structural defects in SWNTs,^[@ref40]^ and the integrated intensity ratio of the G to D band (*I*~G~/*I*~D~) is frequently used to estimate the degree of crystallinity of SWNTs.^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ The *I*~G~/*I*~D~ of our as-grown SWNTs was 18.2 significantly higher than a highly purified commercial SWNTs reference sample with a similar diameter distribution \[*I*~G~/*I*~D~ of 9; see Figure S(3) in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}\]. This signals a growth of highly crystalline SWNTs with low amounts of amorphous side products. The frequencies of the RBM peaks (ω~RBM~) are inversely proportional to the tube diameters (*d*~t~) through the relation ω~RBM~ = *A*/*d*~t~ + *B*, where *A* and *B* are experimentally determined parameters depending on SWNT diameter, having different values for bundles of SWNT and isolated SWNT.^[@ref43]^ Because the RBMs in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} consist of several peaks in the frequency range of 170--300 cm^--1^, we can conclude that the produced sample contains a relatively broad diameter distribution of SWNTs with many different chiralities. In an extended analysis with several different excitation wavelengths (discussed later in the text) and by using previously assigned RBM frequency values for specific tubes,^[@ref43]−[@ref45]^ we show that the samples produced by the process described above contain numerous chiralities in the diameter range from 0.8 to 1.4 nm. Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b,c shows SEM and high-resolution TEM images of the SWNTs, which tend to form bundles, in agreement with earlier studies.^[@ref46]^

Various different conditions were tested and evaluated to grow small SWNTs with a narrow diameter distribution using the ethanol dip-coating process. However, under no condition could we fine-tune the process further to yield a more selective growth than the SWNTs described in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

To further increase the selectivity in the growth process, we have therefore developed and evaluated the acetone method (AC), which is described in the first paragraph in section [3](#sec3){ref-type="other"} and in the experimental section [2](#sec2){ref-type="other"}. The combination of iron(III) nitrate, which *does not dissolve* completely in acetone but rather formed a fluffy iron hydroxide precipitate at the bottom of the container, with the cobalt(II) nitrate, which *dissolves* completely, enables control of both the particle sizes deposited on the substrate and the particle compositions (ratio of Fe/Co). This is based on the fact that the particle size of the iron hydroxide particles in the acetone solution can be manipulated by adding HCl in a controlled manner. The dip-coating process enables us to "fish up" these iron hydroxide particles together with the cobalt solution, and after annealing, these form alloys of Fe/Co, which according to XPS data have slightly different ratios depending on the size of the iron hydroxide particles and concentration of cobalt in the solution. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the resulting particle size derived from an analysis based on DLS at 25 °C for two different values of *R*~HCl/SP~. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a,b shows the intensity distributions of scattered light. Because larger particles scatter more light compared to smaller particles, these plots do not represent the true quantitative distribution for the number of particles with a specific size. To recalculate the data into volume distributions, the refractive index of the particles in the suspension was estimated to be equal to the refractive index of goethite (FeOOH). The resulting volume distributions show the volume of particles of different sizes (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c,d).

![Evaluation of particle size in the suspension \[prepared by mixing iron(III) nitrate and cobalt(II) nitrate in acetone\] using DLS for two different values of *R*~HCl/SP~ (a) low region 1.25 × 10^--3^ and (b) medium value 1.5 × 10^--3^. Panels a and b show the intensity distribution of the scattered light vs particles size, while panels c and d show the total volume of particles as a function of their size.](jp-2011-11064c_0005){#fig4}

Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a shows DLS data for a *R*~HCl/SP~ ratio of 1.25 × 10^--3^ (low *R*~HCl/SP~ region). At this concentration, the diameter distribution of the particles is broad and in the range of 100 nm to 6.0 μm but with the largest volume of particles around 1.0 μm (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c). By increasing *R*~HCl/SP~ to 1.5 × 10^--3^ (medium value), the particle diameters decreased drastically, and the largest volume of particles has diameters between 1.5 and 5 nm (see Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b,d). At this stage, the dispersion is clear and looks like a true solution. A further increase of *R*~HCl/SP~ to 2 × 10^--3^ or higher (high *R*~HCl/SP~ region) turned the mixture to a perfect solution, and the DLS measurement did not show any particles. A similar trend was observed for different concentrations of metal species in the suspension. The observations above are rationalized by the high solubility of iron hydroxide in HCl and by adding HCl to the suspension iron hydroxide particles partially dissolved, resulting in a decreased particle size. When *R*~HCl/SP~ is high enough, all iron hydroxide dissolves, and the suspension becomes a perfect solution. The sizes of the particles estimated by the DLS measurements are further confirmed by AFM measurements on the dip-coated substrates \[see the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}, Figures S1(a) and S1(b)\].

Thus, CVD process on the catalyst-decorated substrate, using the acetone method with low values of *R*~HCl/SP~ (when the diameters of the particles within the suspension are larger than 10 nm), always gives rise to growth of MWNTs with a broad diameter distribution. At high values of *R*~HCl/SP~ (when all of the iron hydroxide particles were dissolved), the CVD process on the dip-coated substrates resulted in the growth of only SWNTs with a diameter and chirality distribution similar to the one obtained by the EtOH method. This is clear by comparing spectra AC(h) and EtOH in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a--d, which show the Raman spectra of a typical sample produced by the acetone method at high *R*~HCl/SP~ together with the spectrum of a sample produced by the EtOH method, respectively.

![Raman spectra of as-grown SWCNTs. (a) Comparison of high-frequency spectra of samples produced by the ethanol method, acetone method at high *R*~HCl/SP~ \[AC(m)\] and acetone method at medium *R*~HCl/SP~. (b--d) RBM of the same samples obtained by using three different excitation wavelengths: 488, 633, and 785 nm. Each spectrum in the RBM frequency range is an average of over 50 measurements on different randomly selected spots of the sample. The \* in panels b--d indicates the Si peak at about 303 cm^--1^, originating from the substrate.](jp-2011-11064c_0006){#fig5}

However, using medium values of *R*~HCl/SP~ = 1.5 × 10^--3^ with a suspension consisting mainly of particles less than 5 nm \[see Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d and Figure S1(b) in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}\] led to the growth of predominantly SWNTs with a small fraction of MWNTs (as indicated by TEM images). Spectrum AC(m) in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows the high-frequency Raman spectrum of a typical sample produced by the acetone method at medium value of *R*~HCl/SP~, obtained by a 633 nm laser. The *I*~G~/*I*~D~ ratio decreases in the spectrum AC(m) as compared to spectra EtOH and AC(h) (all of the three spectra are normalized with respect to G band), related to the presence of few MWNTs.^[@ref47]^

More importantly is however that all SWNTs grown under these conditions (acetone method, medium *R*~HCl/SP~) exhibited a very narrow diameter range with only few chiralities. This is clear from spectra AC(m) in Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b--d, indicating the RBM region of such samples. The RBMs can be used to evaluate the amount of different types of SWNTs in the sample.^[@ref13],[@ref48],[@ref49]^ Analyzing and comparing the RBMs, by all three excitation lasers, reveals that the ratio of the (7,5), (8,5), (12,1), and (12,0) tubes to all of the observed chiralities in the sample significantly increases from 29.9% in the spectra AC(h) to 68.4% in the spectra AC(m). The predominated tubes are represented by RBMs at 283, 260, 238, and 246 cm^--1^, respectively.^[@ref44],[@ref45]^ We note that neither the (12, 0) nor the (8.5) tube are in full resonance with the 488 nm probing laser, but yet still clearly are detectable in agreement with earlier reports.^[@ref45]^ We hypothesize that the increase in yield of the specific types of SWNTs by the acetone method, using medium *R*~HCl/SP~, is initiated by the presence of iron hydroxide particles with certain size in the suspension. According to Ding et al.^[@ref50]^ and other studies,^[@ref51]−[@ref53]^ the growth of SWNTs highly depends on the adhesion strength between metal catalyst particles and the carbon atoms of the extruding SWNTs. Too high or too low adhesion strength leads to either no growth or growth of non-SWNT products. Also, since the adhesion energy depends on the chirality of the SWNTs, it is plausible that a suitable catalyst particle composition can lead to growth of certain stable chiralities "fitting" the adhesion strength window of the actual metal alloy. To evaluate this model, we have performed XPS measurements on the catalyst-coated substrates.

Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the wide XPS spectra of the dip-coated substrates by using the three different methods. The N 1s peak observed in all spectra is related to NO~3~^--^ originating from the catalyst precursors. In addition, Cl 2s and Cl 2p peaks are observed only in spectra AC(h) and AC(m), which originated from HCl added to the suspension during catalyst precursor preparation. By measuring the Fe/Co ratio from the high-resolution XPS data, we observe that by using the EtOH method, the Fe/Co ratio of the catalyst particles on the substrate is very close to 1 (0.99 ± 0.04). By using the acetone method with the medium *R*~HCl/SP~ value, the Fe/Co ratio changes to 1.12 ± 0.03, while using high values of *R*~HCl/SP~ again bring the Fe/Co ratio back close to 1 (1.06 ± 0.01). Although the differences in the measured Fe/Co ratios are small, it still supports the idea that the reproducible selective growth originates from differences in catalyst particle composition. This argumentation stems from the fact that the CVD experiments performed at these three different conditions all are based on catalyst particles with similar size \[below 5 nm, please see Figures [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d and S1(a) in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}\]; yet, only one set of conditions gives rise to the selective growth of few chiralities. We rationalize that the difference in Fe/Co ratio originates from the iron hydroxide particles in the suspension and has sizes that depend on *R*~HCl/SP~ values. This results in the formation of catalyst particles where different ratios of cobalt can diffuse into the iron hydroxide particles. At certain Fe/Co ratios, this might lead to a stronger adhesion between metal particles and diffusing carbon atoms. In combination with the regular requirements of catalyst particle size, this leads to a preferred growth of the most energetically stable tubes, namely, the (7, 5), (8, 5), (12, 0), and the (12, 1). All of these tubes are either near armchair \[(7, 5) and (8, 5)\], zigzag (12, 0), or near zigzag (12, 1) and have been reported to possess a certain high stability among SWNTs with diameters below 1 nm.^[@ref11]^ The high relative abundance of the (12, 1) chirality observed in our study, in contrast to other reports,^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ is likely caused by the fact that those studies utilized photoluminescence to investigate the samples, but this characterization technique is well-known to underestimate the presence of SWNTs with low chiral angles (i.e., zigzag).^[@ref10]^ We note however, also that in a recent study it has been manifested that SWNTs with large chiral angles are expected to grow longer as compared to SWNTs with small chiral angles. This is worth noticing since it could lead to an overestimation of such tubes by, for example, Raman studies. In our study, we, however, do not believe that such an effect is present, since we see very small contributions of the (*n*, *n*) tubes (θ = 30°) and a large contribution of the achiral (12, 0) tubes (θ = 0°). Our study supports theoretical calculations showing that the control of size and composition of catalyst nanoparticles are very important aspects in how to achieve selective growth of SWNTs and that this process can be a good alternative to the previously used methods to control the synthesis parameters.^[@ref41]^

![XPS wide spectra of dip-coated substrates using EtOH method, acetone method at high *R*~HCl/SP~ values \[AC(h)\], and acetone method at medium value of *R*~HCl/SP~ \[AC(m)\]. Peaks are assigned in the figure.](jp-2011-11064c_0007){#fig6}

4. Conclusions {#sec4}
==============

We have shown that by tuning the experimental conditions in a dip-coating process, we can precisely control the size of the metal catalyst particles deposited on a substrate. This allows us to grow MWNTs and SWNTs with a narrow range of diameters. At the optimized conditions, by changing the catalyst composition (ratio of Fe/Co), our method leads to the growth of SWNTs that are strongly dominated (70%) by four types of tubes, the (7, 5), (8, 5), (12, 0), and (12, 1) tubes. Our study gives further insight into how monodisperse samples of SWNTs can be grown selectively.

AFM images, comparison of Raman spectra of as-grown SWNTs, and reference sample. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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